Computing Services- Financial Plan of Action Report
PART ONE:
What are the main objectives of your unit and how do you measure success in achieving them?
Main Objectives: Computing Services (CS) exists to support the achievement of ASU’s
Mission, Vision and Institutional Goals by providing reliable, secure, trusted and cost effective
technology systems, support and solutions. CS provides a myriad of services, which can mostly
be described as Infrastructure and Core IT Services– These are the critical services that
Computing Services provides that are essential for campus functions. These include systems
such as Banner, Wired and Wireless networking, Helpdesk and Support Services, and
telephone services. The maintenance and updating of these services makes up a significant
portion of the work done by Computing Services. For a full list of services offered, please refer
to our Service Catalog.
Measuring Success in achieving our main objectives: There are many ways in which
success is measured in achieving our objectives. As mentioned above, the list of services we
provide is quite extensive, so rather than list criteria for each objective, below is a summary:
Service availability and up-time- We design and implement systems to be available for usage by
our customers as close to 100% of the time as possible. We schedule maintenance activities for
off-hours, communicate to campus ahead of maintenance activities, and bundle our
maintenance activities as much as possible to minimize impact. When unexpected outages
occur, we communicate with our customers and restore service as quickly as possible.
Providing useful and timely services to meet customer demands- Through constant feedback
with our students, faculty and staff, CS continually evaluates the services we provide to ensure
that the campus is able to use them effectively in their daily function. This is accomplished
through customer feedback surveys (both through our ticketing system and targeted customer
satisfaction surveys), through the IT Governance committee which interacts heavily with faculty
and staff regarding IT services on campus, through weekly MODs meetings, the Data Integrity
Stewards’ Committee, and many other avenues. Examples include implementations such as
DegreeWorks, Atrium campus card, a campus remote VPN system to allow remote workers to
access on-campus systems securely, Presence (Check I’m here), Follett Bookstore, expansion
of our campus wireless network, implementation of a campus VoIP solution, campus file and
printing services, and many more.
Cost-effective use of funds- Computing Services has differentiated itself from many other
Colorado Universities through its extensive use of open-source/free software systems. In
comparing our costs to other universities, many examples exist that illustrate our ability to
stretch our budget further and provide more services for less budget. For example:

●
●
●
●
●

●

●

Open-source firewalls, estimated savings per year is roughly $10,000 compared to
commercial solutions
Open-source configuration management ~$10,000 per year in savings
Google Apps vs Microsoft Services- For roughly a decade, we have spent $0 in licensing
fees for our campus email/calendaring/online documents solution.
Campus web content management system
Linux KVM virtualization vs VMWare solution. In the last year, we’ve reduced our
reliance on VMWare down to 8 hosts (which have an annual software/licensing cost),
and increased our host count to 12 hosts on KVM, which does not have any annual
software/licensing cost.
VoIP vs PBX phone system- Over the last few years, we’ve been migrating off of an old
Fujitsu PBX system to a Cisco VoIP solution. This has many benefits and cost savings
such as the use of unified cabling (reduces the copper physical plant), and simplified call
accounting, Voicemail and 911 services.
Back to Baseline Banner- For the last 3 years, Computing Services has been engaged in
an aggressive project to get as much of the Banner ERP system back to “baseline” by
eliminating custom coding and modifications to the system. By reducing and eliminating
these customizations, it greatly reduces the complexity and challenges of upgrading the
system, streamlines support issues, and has enabled us to save money on licensing for
SQR (~7,000/year) and standardize on current best-practices in the applications
development arena.

Further information regarding measuring success is detailed in the next section on reviewing
and evaluating our department’s yearly performance.
How do you review and evaluate your department’s yearly performance?
There are several ways in which we evaluate our department’s performance on a yearly basis:
●

Measuring progress against our IT Strategic plan and Gantt projects- CS has an
“Evergreen” Strategic plan that is designed to update in accordance with strategic
direction from the campus. It is currently aligned with the ASU 2020 Strategic plan and
will remain in-place to support the overall goals of the institution for the next several
years. The IT Strategic Plan can be found here: IT Strategic Plan
○ Further, CS utilizes a system called “Gantt Project” which is used to track the
progress of longer-term projects that CS staff are working on. Here is an example
from our Banner Team’s Gantt Project:

We provide updates to campus every quarter by publishing these gantt project updates
to our blog at https://blogs.adams.edu/computing which has more details on this process.
●

Ticket closure/completion rates- For all other work that is not tracked in our gantt project
system, we utilize RT, which is our helpdesk ticket tracking system to track progress,
communicate with our customers and record statistics regarding ticket closure, etc. In
total, there are 40 separate “queues,” which are used to categorize the work to be done.
Below is a table that summarizes all tickets for all queues created and resolved each
calendar year for the last five years:

●
YEAR

CREATED

RESOLVED

DIFFERENCE

2017

3,868

3,723

+145

2016

3,801

3,754

+47

2015

3,758

3,700

+58

●

●

●

2014

2,653

2,637

+16

2013

2,560

2,541

+19

As you can see from the table, overall CS is nearly able to resolve tickets at the rate
they are created over the last 5 years. However, since 2015, the gap has widened, in
2017 there were 145 more tickets that remained open at the end of the year than were
created in total.
○ To drill down further, the Computing Services leadership teams analyze their
data to better measure progress. As an example, our Banner Team tracks the
number of tickets that are put into the system monthly, compared to the number
of tickets closed monthly, and keeps historical records to better track trends in
the support load for the Banner Team. For our most recent monthly report
(January 2018), there were 86 tickets created, 106 resolved (positive ratio of
tickets resolved to tickets created) and a total of 188 total new/open/stalled
tickets. To expand further, our Banner Team also tracks the percentage of their
time spent on tickets and daily support versus time spent on larger projects, and
records this as an overall percentage of the team’s work time. To give
perspective, January 2018’s percentage of ongoing support was 67%. In other
words, well over half of our time was spent helping customers with tickets and
ongoing support, which limits the amount of work time available to work on major
projects and technology implementations. More detail will be given in the section
regarding additional resources needed for our department. For the most recent
Banner Team ticket report, please click here.
Annual personnel evaluations- CS has consistently evaluated employee performance for
both Classified and Exempt staff for many years (including the evaluation of exempt staff
before the most recent changes and implementation of the exempt evaluation process).
Employee performance plans and individual performance objectives are written in
alignment with the goals of the department, the IT Strategic Plan and in support of the
ASU 2020 Strategic Plan.
Computing Services administers various surveys throughout the year to assess our
department. Below is the most recent summary report from our General Customer
Service survey from 2017:

●

Participation on the President’s Cabinet, IT Governance, DISC, Incident Management
Team Meetings and other campus constituency discussions- The CIO sits on several
committees and groups, and quite regularly assesses qualitative feedback regarding the
overall effectiveness and performance of Computing Services. These conversations
often lead to new project initiatives and actionable feedback that is incorporated into the
daily operation of the department.

PART TWO:
In what ways does your unit relate to other units of the university, academic and non-academic?
Computing Services relates to all other units of the university, both academic and
non-academic, on many levels due to the fact that we provide all IT infrastructure services and
systems. To summarize, we provide the following services and interactions with the campus:
Support Services- We staff the CS Helpdesk 8-5 Monday thru Friday to answer any technical
questions and coordinate support and repair for our services as needed. The Support Services
team also supports all campus PCs, laptops, student computer labs, conference rooms, TEC
Classrooms, and all of the support associated with Residential Hall network access. As of
October 2017, here are the counts of the various supported components:
● Faculty and Staff Machines 135 Macs, 712 PCs, 74 iPads, and 37 ChromeBooks
and ChromeBoxes
● Labs 51 Macs and 271 PCs
● Classrooms 5 Macs and 63 PCs
● In total, we have 191 Macs and 1045 PCs on campus for a total of 1236
machines.
● Wireless devices 2053 (as of Oct 2017)
● Networked Printers roughly 150
Network and Telecommunications- We support all networking infrastructure (wired and
wireless), telephone systems and Internet connectivity services. This includes all network
cabling and switching, UPS power systems, approximately 480 wireless access points, 800+
VoIP and analog telephones, and the associated infrastructure components (racks, cooling,
generator, etc.).
Systems Administration- This team in Computing Services runs the back-end server systems
and configurations for a large portion of the services we provide. A list of these services is
provided below.
Banner/Application Development- This team is primarily responsible for the development tasks
and support of the campus ERP system (Ellucian Banner). Additionally, they support the data
integration needs and setups for many of our third-party services on campus. Here is the list of

applications we run for ASU that are supported by our Systems Administration and Banner
Teams:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

ALEKS Math System
Atrium Card System
Authorize.Net Payment System
BankMobile Banking System
Banner Document Management System with EMC Application Xtender Interface
Faculty Evaluation System
Follett Bookstore System
Hobsons Educational System
NCAA Compliance Assistant Data Upload System
NCAA ATC Data Upload System
Touchnet Payment System
Mediawiki
Wordpress
Coral library ERMS
Livewhale events calendar
Bricolage CMS (replacing with wordpress)
Avigilon camera management
CCure lock system
Evisions Intellicheck
Donor II
Extron
Schlage SMS lock server
TRANE TracerES environmental control
Print Shop Pro
Portfolio
CISCO ASA VPN
Aruba Airwave
HP IMC
Account management system
RT Helpdesk ticket system
Oracle
MySQL
Web Print
Alumni email activation
Papercut
Labstats
TutorTrac
Streaming media
DNS
DHCP

●
●

NTP
Google Apps

Other ways CS relates to the institution●
●
●

Management of Campus-wide software licensing and compliance
Integral in compliance activities such as PCI, HLC, Financial Aid, NCAA, etc.
Liaison duties for various committees, steering groups, etc

PART THREE:
What resources do you need to improve your services to a superior level?
Through our IT Strategic Plan and our departmental planning processes, Computing Services
has been working for roughly the last 18 months to develop a plan to identify resources needed
and strategies to obtain them. Below is a summary of our ongoing resource request and plans
to improve our services and department’s capabilities:
PRIORITIZED RESOURCES REQUEST FOR CS:
●
●
●

●
●

#1-Operations manager/Program Coordinator position- Status: POSITION FILLED
2/1/18
#2-Focused research on CIO-Driven and hosted/managed options, likely increased costs
Status: Research to begin Spring 2018, will coincide with other projects
#3-Staffing needs (not currently funded):
○ Banner Developers, 2-3 additional
○ Support Services, 1-2 additional
○ Systems Admin, 1-2 additional
○ Cyber-security position (at least .49 FTE as a Chief Information Security
Officer-type position)
○ Project management
○ Technology and functional training
#4-Flexibility to re-architect positions and duties as CS staff retire/move on
#5-Campus resource needs: - Status: Not funded
○ Funding for PIAs, assessments, implementation of recommendations, etc
○ Funding for functional training
○ Evaluation and creation of co-roles and backup roles for functional areas
○ “Funky Tech” functional technical people in functional areas such as Financial
Aid, Records, Admissions, etc.

How could the university help your unit do its job better?

This is an area in which Computing Services has been heavily involved with the campus. Not
only are there many ways the university could help CS do its job better, there are just as many if
not more ways that CS could help the university do its job better. Here’s a summary:
●

STAFF AND RESOURCES
○ Through the development of the TRIP process through IT Governance, CS is
now more efficiently able to vet project requests and identify projects that could
significantly improve and transform operations for the campus, but lacks
resources and staff to be able to commit to implementations.
○ There are currently no CS staff devoted to IT Security or Compliance-related
issues, which continue to expand. The level of security threats faced at ASU is
continually on the rise, as is the number and complexity of compliance
requirements such as Payment Card Industry-Data Security Standards, NIST,
Higher Learning Commission, Department of Education, and many more.

●

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
○ Project management for the CS department as well as university-wide:
■ CS faces many issues keeping up with “run” required work, much less
“grow” and “transform” projects for campus
■ Prioritization and campus expectations- There has been some improved
understanding of the project backlog as part of TRIP, but still many
projects coming to us as “just do its” or “by next semester” which has and
will continue to leapfrog other projects that have been requested/vetted
much earlier. This is unfair to those requesters/departments and may not
allow us to focus on the biggest payoff, highest priority projects for
campus.

●

CAMPUS OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS OVERHAUL
○ There is a significant need for investment in campus functional training and
efforts needed to build expertise in the functional areas outside of Computing
Services. CS strongly believes that ASU needs to invest resources and time into
initiatives such as Process Improvement Assessments (PIAs) in which we partner
with outside consultants to review current business practices and efficiencies,
and then identify plans to revamp and improve the business practices to take
advantage of existing and new technologies available, follow industry
best-practices, and identify and eliminate inefficiencies in how the campus
functional areas operate. As of this report, we are in the midst of this process with
the Human Resources and Finance areas and believe this model would be
beneficial for all areas of campus.

●

NEED FOR IT INVOLVEMENT WITH CAMPUS INITIATIVES, PRIORITIES,
DISCUSSIONS

○

●

Although some progress has been made to improve this, Computing Services
and the IT Governance committee needs to be more involved in conversations
around campus such as Executive Council. In our experience, many times
Computing Services has not been involved in conversations and project ideas at
the initial stages, but rather after some decisions regarding direction have been
made. Earlier involvement from CS could help to clarify assumptions about
existing system compatibilities and capabilities, as well as giving more realistic
insight into timelines and feasibility for projects moving forward.

Other Miscellaneous ideas for how ASU could help CS do our job more effectively:
○ Clearly defined priorities from campus, and more resources that would allow us
to tackle larger, transformative projects (somewhat covered above)
○ Consistent funding through the Tech fee (tech fee revenue is tied to enrollment
and is therefore variable, but the costs for providing services are not variable).
○ Consistent usage of the ticketing system by the campus
○ More flexibility on hiring salary ranges
○ Budget consolidation/simplification

PART FOUR:
Do you see needs and demands for services that your unit cannot currently meet? If so, what
are they, and how do they relate to the university’s mission?
There are many demands for services that Computing Services is not currently able to meet.
Expanded usage of existing systems and new features within existing systems- Due to workload
and lack of resources, CS is unable to engage with the campus to fully implement all of the
features within existing systems such as Banner. We have seen that in many cases, campus
departments could benefit from learning new ways to use the existing tools, but over many
years, have become stuck doing things “the way they have always been done.” This includes
areas such as Payroll, HR, Records and Financial Aid, just to mention a few.
Inability to implement new projects identified in our TRIP process- Through IT Governance, we
have seen that there are many new project proposals that could help improve various services
around campus. A summary can be found here. Unfortunately, because of how far behind CS is
on our overall project portfolio, many of these important projects are not able to be scheduled or
implemented in a timely fashion.
Technology training opportunities- We do not have a campus technical training center or
position, and therefore are unable to educate our employees on things such as Banner general
usage, advanced techniques in Banner, Google Drive, and many other currently available tools
that could greatly improve campus productivity and function.

